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Foreword

Tie Dibmer library Lectures eontiibiite immea^jmbty t© t%e

Smithsoniffli librams^ efforts to acquaint the larger public \sdtfe tlie

valuable materials in the Dibner library of the History of Science and

Technology, and how they are used by scholars. The creative research

done by these lecturers and all users of the Dibner library speak

clearly and unmistakably to the continuing usefukiess of the volumes

Bern Dibner collected and donated to the nation in his 1976 gift to the

Smithsonian. This is the tenth lecture in the Dibner library Lecture

Series, supported by The Dibner Rind, and the ^cond to be published.

KennethL Caneva delivered thi^ leetwfe on 'The fbrm and

Bmetioift of Scientific JC)iscoveiies^*in November 2000 and prepared it

for the present pubMeatio^ with notes and bibliography. We first met

Professor Caneva in 1995 rten he was selected lo be a tolttoninia

libraries Dibner library ^sident Seholm* ia the e^ly years ofthat

program. Caneva is one of twenty-five scholars who have benefited

from this program also generously supported by The Dibner Rind

since 1992.

The cover image is a well known illustration of science

represented as a ship, boldly sailing beyond the Pillars of Hercules,

the emblematic limits of the old world. Appearing oil the title page

of Rancis Bacon's Novum Orgamm {1620), the image epitomizes the

spirit of scientific inquiry that forms,the basis of Professor Caneva's

obsi^vations abomt ea^perinjentsmd diseoveries of Hans Christian

#j$ted, Johaaau Wilhelm Ritter, and Thomas Johann Seebeek, the

subjeiOts ofM§ leetwe. tojoul eHmtieace as a philosopher of sdeaee

was recognized by Bern Bibner, the creatorofthe Blbn^Libmry of

the History of Science and Technology, who included Bacon in his

galaxy of 200 pioneers in the liistory of science and technology, now
celebrated as the 'Heralds of Science."

We thank The Dibner Rind for supporting the lecture series, its

pubhcations, and the successful resident scholar program.

Nancy E Gwinn
Dimtar

SiMithsonian Institution libraries

May 2001



I believe that our observations so far have

shown clearly that this incongruence between

an idea as experienced retrospectively and the

description given by the "originator" himself

. . . can be explained simply by the fact that the

true creator of a new idea is not an individual

but the thought collective. As has been

repeatedly stressed, the collective remodeling

of an idea has the effect that, after the change

in thought style, the earlier problem is no

longer completely comprehensible.

— LudwikFleck^

D]iscovering a new sort of phenomenon is

necessarily a complex event, one which

involves recognizing both that something is

and what it is. Note, for example, that if

oxygen were dephlogisticated air for us, we

should insist without hesitation that Priestley

had discovered it, though we would still not

know quite when. But if both observation and

conceptualization, fact and assimilation to

theory, are inseparably linked in discovery,

then discovery is a process and must take time.

— Thorns S. Kuhy?

^ Heck 1979, 123.

2 Kuhn 1962b, 55; cf. 1962a, 762 = 1977, 171. It is worth pointing out that Kuhn's

notion of extended discovery is stiU essentially an individualistic process, and does not

pay regard to the kind of extended collective restatement that is the subject of this

paper. I defer a more extended discussion of this issue to another occasion.
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Tie Novum Organumhy Irancis Bacon (1561-1626) was

selected by Bern Dibner as one of his 200 Heralds of

Science. The caption for this illustration in Dibner's book,

Heralds ofScience (1955, 1980), reads

"[Herald] No. 80. The great scientific societies of

Italy, England, and Irance were founded within

a few years of each other. Irancis Bacon, sensing

the bold spirit of the age, pictured science as

a ship venturing beyond the PiUars of Hercules,

the limits of the old world."



The Foixn and Function

of Scientific Discoveries

Kenneth L Caneva

Diimerlibmty LsMm SnitlmrumlmtitiMimU^^
Nmmberl6, 2000

la to cQijlrse ofm^^^ik OYer the last tweiity^'fee ^mm^ I have

Tepeatedly noticed ttiat whM ^'$dmt%^Xn toicaHf crediteid MtliJjasto

-dii»VB«d oftm afflmsiinffl(M,%tom the way in v*feh the sefenti*

himself chafacterized his work.

Fbr example, everyone knows that Danish physicist Hans Christian

0rsted (1777-1851) discovered electromagnetism in 1820. Understand-

ing electromagnetism to be the interaction between electricity and

magnetism, I was startled, a few years ago, to discover that 0rsted had

intended the term—which, he introduced—to mean something mi^h
different, indeed something quite foreign to the way we now view

thing&r

One ofto !Q3ipaf reieait2lietrini|>fe workwag Urn

tejm msdmSmm^ThmmJfohmri Seebeck (1770-1S3^)^ wBom^a
woiMol science schotehip honor& as tte dis^Yjefer of

thftOT>electric&f? JSaac^iii studying G&rtnm work in eleistricity during

the first half of the nineteenth century many years ago, I was startled to

find that Seebeck's weU-known discovery of thermoelectricity in 1821

did not correspond to what he himself thought he had found.^ Failing to

pay due attention to the significance of the title of his collective memoir,

'On the Magnetic Polarization of Metals and Ores by Means of

Temperature Difference,"! followed others in mistakenly thinkutig that

what Seebeck had thought he discovered was thermomagni^i^iJci^

Althou^ there is^^nie trath. to lhat;» th&.Ml story is more co^|#qgted.

In u thicdmd still"tnorec^ oftlie work of

^ Caneva 1998a, 82-90. 1 intend on giving a Bflucli tttofe detailedi tod extenav&tfeatBaent of the topic ofthis

lecture in a later paper.

2 Examples of early and modern canonical characterizations include &eger 1999, 30; Hermann 1971-1972, 2,

346 (by Lothar Suhhng); Jungnickel and McCormmach 1986, 44; Ostwald 1896, 379; Siegel 1983, 413;

Whewell 1837, 3, 889-90; Whittator 1951, 8S-89. Wmi Mefeerfs exeellait account ofS^bectt work was

headed 'The discovei7 of thermoelectricity" (Nielsen 1991, 363-395: cf. 360). Tyndall (1873, 141) reported

that 'Thomas Seebeck, of Berlin, discovered that electric currents might be derived from heat," which gave rise

to the coBStHKStfeflj c?f 'thtettno-idictBaS^ B'ejavet Mate ti&sr^ii^I^jk. showed 'thM t&capesmm

dif^«ji6# <saiia pEi9^(j0,&|a?Me ijaw Willtajiis 1 98-2, 41 1),

3 Cmmsi 1974, 125^126; 1978, 92,
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German romantic physicist Johann Wilhelm Ritter (1776-1810), I came

from the secondary literature with the naive idea that among Ritter's

lasting achievements was his discovery of ultraviolet light. Even knowing

something of Ritter's indebtedness to ScheUing's Naturphilosophiel was

startled to discover the overwhelming otherness of the terms in which he

reported his findings, embedded as they were in a wide-ranging web of

polarities.^

For the most part I tended to see such instances as examples of

careless historiography, of the distortions of a story rewritten from a later

perspective. My thinking began to change as I noticed that it wasn't just

that historians were guilty of retrospective distortion, but that such

recastings were an intrinsic part of the scientific enterprise. More recently,

I have come to see how such instances can be exploited as examples of

how what is generally accepted as scientific knowledge is essentially the

outcome of a process by which knowledge is reshaped as it passes

through the hands of people with different agendas using different

language. Such a discovery' is not an atomized contribution to

knowledge that others need merely recognize and accept, but rather

represents a retrospective characterization coming at the end of a

complex process of transformative negotiation. That characterization

simultaneously formalizes the essential character of the discovery and

confers upon it the stamp of objectivity as an aspect of the physical

world that was there waiting to be discovered.' Before developing these

interpretive aspects any further, let me pass in review some of the

particulars upon which my interpretation rests.

^
'

' 0rsted and electromagnetism

The electromagnetism that 0rsted is universally credited with

having discovered is—to use an older vocabulary—typically understood

to consist in the interaction between magnetism and so-called voltaic or

galvanic electricity, or, more phenomenologicaUy, in the interaction

between the connecting wire of a voltaic pile and a magnetic needle.^

(Figure 1.) That was also the way his discovery was characterized by the

commentators in Paris and Geneva who immediately and consequentially

followed up on his work. So, too, in England. In Germany the situation

was more complicated. For the most part, however, 0rsted himself had a

Caneva 1997, 44-47.

^ Examples of modem canonical characterizations include Muir 1994, 388; Porter 1994, 520; Root-Bernstein

1989, 136; Taylor 1941, 631; Whittaker 1951, 88; Williams 1982, 396 (by John W. Herivel). Cf. Breger 1999,

28: '0rsted's discovery of the magnetic field of the electric current in 1820 was a convincing great success for

the romantic program of research. ... In the terminology of the time, which did not yet know the field

concept, 0rsted had transformed electricity into magnetism." The anachronism of Breger's first sentence is

obvious; the inappropriateness of his second claim is evidenced in Caneva 1998a, 54-55, 66, 77, 79-80,

1 10, 1 13-1 14, where the distinction is noted between the transformation of forces and the callingforth of one

force by another typically spoken of by 0rsted.
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Figure 1. First page of the pamphlet in which 0rsted announced his discovery

of electromagnetism (0rsted 1820a). Courtesy Dibner library, Smithsonian

Institution libraries.

different understanding of what the electromagnetism was that he had

discovered and named. Our story is thus one of changing interpretations.

In a phrase quietly recalling his involvement with the conceptual

schemes of NaturphihsqMe, 0rsted had spoken initially of 'the effect of

the electrical conflict on the magnetic needle.'^ 0rsted did not thereafter

much use the term corflictus deotricus (in any language), and his

contemporaries seem to have paid little attention to his declarations that

the electrical conflict is not confined to the connecting wire, but also

takes place in the circumjacent space, spiraHng around the conductor.^

6 0rsted 1820a, from the title.

^ 0rsted 1820a, 2, 4 = 1920, 2, 215, 218. He once spoke of the "flow [cursus\ of the electrical forces in the

connecting wire" (4 few. 218).
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Hans Christian 0rsted in 1822.

Portrait by Christopher Wilhelm

Bckersberg (1783-1853). Courtesy

Danmarks Tekniske Museum,

Helsing0r. A 1959 copy by Daniel

Hvidt hangs in the library of the

Dibner Institute in Cambridge,

Massachusetts

In a followup paper on his 'Recent Electromagnetic EKperinients,"0rsted

introduced the adjective thenceforth favored to describe the new
phenomena—electromagnetic.^ At this point it is necessary to review

some of 0rsted's earlier concerns, which were to impress a peculiar

stamp on his interpretation of the new phenomena.

Irom early on in his career, 0rsted had struggled to attain a sys-

tematic understanding of the relationship among magnetism, electricity,

the so-caUed chemical process, heat, and Hght.^ Following ScheUing, in

1805 he speculated that magnetism, electricity, and the chemical process

correspond to the three dimensions of space—magnetism to a Hne,

electricity to a surface, and the chemical process to space. More fruit-

fully for him, in 1812 0rsted had begun to speak of the different 'forms

of action" in which the opposing fundamental forces of nature manifest

themselves. It was the pursuit of these speculations that led him to

his discovery of the interaction between a magnetic needle and the

connecting wire of a galvanic circuit.

In his first Danish-language discussion of that work, he interpreted

the new relationships by invoking an echo of his notion of form of

action: 'What we here a moment ago called electricity is not so in the

word's stricter meaning; for the force that in the open galvanic or electric

8 0rsted 1820b, 365; 1820c, 78.

^ See the account in Caneva 1998a, 58-90, for details and references.

10 0rsted 1805, 18-19 = 1920, 3, 103-104.

11 Irom among the many occurrences of Wirhmgsform, i'«0rsted 1812, 5, 236, 248, 252, 258 = 1920, 2, 38,

142, 147, 149, 151.
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circuit acted in a distinctive manner—under a different form—that we
call the electric or galvanic, acts here under an entirely different form

that we most appropriately call the magnetic; meanwhile, since magnet-

ism acts under the form of a straight line . . . [while] the forces here . .

.

flow incessantly into each other and form a circular course [Kredsld?], the

author has called the action dealt with here deotnmagnedsm!'^^ It thus

appears that for 0rsted the principal need for a new term stemmed from

the unprecedented circular of the electromagnetic action and not so

much from the fact that it represented an interaction between electricity

and magnetism. But 0rsted early left the development of this new field

to others, and his peculiar conceptualization of the phenomena died

without issue.

If that was what 0rsted understood by electromagnetism, then we
must reconsider what we mean by saying that 0rsted discovered

electromagnetism.' He did indeed discover that a magnetic needle is

deflected by some action present in the connecting wire, but that was

not the rrmning of the discovery for him While /ze applied the term

electromagnetism to his particular theory of the form of action of spiraling

electromagnetic activity, others applied it simply to the new phenomena.

And that, for the most part, is the meaning that has come down to us,

sanctioned by longstanding consensus.

Before the dust had settled, however, the issue over whether the

phenomena were to be traced to an underlying electric current or an

underlying magnetism gave rise to several theories of so-caUed

transversal magnetism, which supposed the existence of smaU magnets

running head-to-tail around the circumference of the conducting wire.^^

Such ideas never gained much currency outside the German-speaking

scientific community, and their appeal quickly waned as Ampere's

electrodynamic theory gained ground, but for a time they were a serious

contender for the explanation of what virtually everyone recognized as

electromagnetic phenomena.

' Although most writers have continued to speak in terms of

Seebeck's discovery of thermoelectricity, a minority voice—including my
own—has insisted that Seebeck termed the new phenomena
thermomagnetism, although without actually citing examples of that

12 0rsted 1821, 14 = 1920, 2, 448.

1^ The extended process of redefining just what it was that 0rsted discovered has at length also credited him

with the discovery of the magnetic field (Lindsay and Margenau 1936, 302).

1^ On theories of transversal magnetism, see Rosenberger 1887-1890, 205-207; Caneva 1974, 61-65, 68-73, 75-

80, 119-120; Caneva 1978, 78-83, 90-91.

Seebeck and thermoelectricity
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usage from Seebeck's own work. In

the event, it turned out that the

identification ofjust what Seebeck

had discovered was a complex process

in which Seebeck himself played only

a late and ineffectual role. Because of

his nearly four-year delay in

publishing his findings, conceptual

and terminological possession of the

new field feU to others as word of his

experimental findings leaked out and

then attracted the attention of a spate

of investigators throughout Europe.

Seebeck reported his early

findings at three meetings of the

Academy of Sciences in Berlin in

August and October of 1821.1^ The Thomas Johann Seebeck. Undated
earliest published accounts reported engraving, courtesy Deutsches Museum,

his having discovered how to produce Munich,

magnetic effects in metals other than

iron by heating various metals connected together into a closed circuit.

The phenomenon was explicitly magnetic, sometimes more specifically

electromagnetic. By the faU of 1822 it had become clear to the scientific

public just what the essential phenomena consisted in experimentally.

How they were to be properly characterized remained a topic of

discussion through the 1830s, with a clear consensus in favor of a tacitly

unproblematical 'thermoelectric" not being achieved tiU after around

1840. The role of Seebeck's Danish coUeague in this process was

pivotal.

0rsted, in Berlin for a week or so during November and December

of 1822, spent two mornings and an afternoon with Seebeck being

shown the new experiments that 0rsted immediately regarded as

15 Streit 1902, xv-xxii; Hennann 1971-1972, 2, 347; Caneva 1974, 125; 1978, 92; Nielsen 1991, 382. Cf.

Frankel's DSB article: 'By far Seebeck's most significant discovery . . . was that of thermoelectricity—or

thermomagnetism, as he called it—in 1822. ... He did not, however, believe that an electric current was

actually set up in the bimetallic rings and preferred to describe his effect as thermomagnetism" (Irankel

1975, 281).Foliowing Irankel's lead are Muir 1994, 464 (implicitly) and Breger 1999, 30 (explicitly). Breger

added: 'In the terminology of the time Seebeck had thus transformed heat into magnetism." As pointed out

with respect to 0rsted in note 5, above, such was not the way contemporaries typically spoke.

1^ The date of Seebeck's discovery has been variously reported, reflecting the indirect and extended route by

which different aspects of his work became known. I will not concern myself with this aspect of the

discovery story.

" Tilloch 1821, 462; Keferstein 1823, 4; Thomson 1822, 318.

1^ Keld Nielsen's perceptive and detailed account of Seebeck's work includes a section called

'Thermomagnetism becomes thermoelectricity" in which 0rsted's role is emphasized (Nielsen 1991,

391-395).
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experiments on electromagnetic actions.'^^ Its first sentende continued

the subtle process by which 0rsted sought to control the interpretation

of those experiments: 'Seebeck . . . has discovered that one can establish

an electric circuit in metals without the interposition of any liquid. One
establishes the cuiTent in this circuit by disturbing the equilibrium of

tew^rature.'^^ In noting that 'lolne can only discover these electriii

currents by means of the magnetized ne^le/'heiM akeady%i3iC3fi^

iw& Qf the- legitimacy of^spafcf in terms ofan electric current

when v^aS tm^A^5^s kJaJagtt^pt^fets.^H#w oittq mg^M

ftoooftttow on dotj^tbssi^e nec^sgatjrto distinguish this newicfei^of

^IfeCtA circuits by an appropriate term; aBti. 2is such I propose the

expression thmwdecttkdnMts . . at the same time one would be able to

distinguish the galvanic circuit by the name hydwdeotric drcuit'^^ His later

Danish account already reported impersonally—if not entirely

accurately—that "[o]ne now calls the SeebecMan circuit the tlwrnodectnc

circuit, and the Galvanic, in opposition thereto, the liydrodectnc circuit.'^^

By the end of the jear most researchers in Ranee and Eagland had

adopted the language of thermoelectricity and its^.atteBdant

CiWC^ptualizatioai. oCthe phmqt^na, as due.to the^eneradon of att

^^tite ^iKtmt in the metallic circiA, Bi tto^ wem a little

more ^omi^&ated.

Amon^ the earfiesi to |)ursu©'$eet>eck| lead Was Cotorad.

liBn jtilMpnicli. had Been io.ve0gatint tlie i^TatiOMtiip

between magnetism and lieat and Hght when 0rsted, passing through

Munich, informed him of Seebeck's work. As soon as 0rsted left Munich,

^hn undertook his own experiments, reporting his first results to the

Bavaiian Academy in January 1823.^^ He referred to Seebeck's

'thermelectromagnetic experiments" as he went on to claim for himself

the discovery 'that through unequal heating aU bodies acquire

0rsted, letters of 2 December 1822 and 4 April 1823 to his wife, in 0rsted 1870, 2, 31-32 and 59.

0rsted 1823a. Anonymous (1823, 31|), Exporting on the meeting of 3 March 1823, says 0rsted 6ntertaioed

the Academy '\vith the work that S§6liei4t has just done on electromagnetic phenomena. (See the preceding.-

cahier.y—le, 0rsted 1.823a. The.rep<jrt Was quickly translated into German (0;-stedI823e) and English

(0rsted 1823e).

21 Orsted 1823a, 199 = 1920, 2, 263.

22 0rsted 1823a, 199 - 1920, 2, 264. 0rsted was aware that Seebeck had another theory about these effects

bttt it% not lejfear that to Iai3 ilaSto* i(3M-6f-^fcat.jffiiitf of 4 -^mI 1823 to- bis

wife, in 0rsted 1870, 2, 59-60).

23 0rsted 1823a, 199-200= 1920,2,264.

24 0rsted 1823d, 9 = 1920, 2, 461.

25 Yelin 1823b, 4; 1823a, 419.



4$fl6<2tion 0fin appropriately plaC^'^i^giiedje Jtefedl^^ (Rgum$ 3-)

HWing further detected a magnetic eififect^—a magnetic polarization^—
by the appropriate heating of a bar of metal not part of a closed circuit,

he noted that "[b]ismuth most strikingly exliibits the polarization

occurring in this tlwrmnngnetisntoi metals."A footnote explained the

phrase 'ThenTv-Magnetisfms der MetaUe": 'It appears to me that we wiU

thus have to denote in a characteristic fashion this kind of magnetic

action, m ^^wtradi^inGtjQn to the already Jaiown 0x3tedian

electroinagnetism, on account of its peculiar beha\ior.'^^ ^hn's fttttfe^

discasicai ctear thath© did laptMmdthrnmMm^^timiW^^^

0^©f ii0tiQti$^fi.6 iid jdis^^^si Wfofcjii didwk ^i^tw tarteal^ $
closi^^lfeetji^ etoaltmA-^^^^ imiMmtd^^ electricity cqiwl|%

deteeted.^^ ifiiat was not, however, the way the term came to be-

employed by others, who applied it without restriction to the range of

phenomena discovered by Seebeck.

As of 1825 there was still no terminological or conceptual

consensus. Were the phenomena to be described simply and generically

as electromagnetic, in a more phenomenologicaL sense of the word than

0rsted had intended with its coinage^ or perha^^ Wi^s^ecifically, ag

thermelectromagnetic, as Yelin proposed? Or were the|ri^her bettei!

Iji^admed die i^jpteatipi c^i^iin'smMt restrict^ e^uc^^t^

sucjl t&Ci^ologicalJ^ lay uncerltiiJiit^^W^hether the phenomefta

were fbndaittentany ele^ttic or ifiagnetic, wliefhef magnetism could l3e

reduced to electricity (as Ampere said), and whether and where one was

entitled to speak of an electric current. Nor were matters brought closer

to settlement when Seebeck's long memoir finally made its appearance

toward the end of 1825.

As mentioned earlier, the discovery Seebeck announced in the title

of his tnemoir the 'Magnetic Polatizatioji ofMetals and Ores by

26 Yelin 1823c, 361.

27 Yelin 1823c, 363.

2^ Yelin 1823b, 11. "telin's reasoning was coTOctly captured in tjie editor's precis of his DerThaimimgnetimm

published itttbe Mto^^M^Z/HTt'ers^ which may have'liftttoiueed' tftetfctta to tteHfeftCh-speaking world:

'Yelin, having thus been led to consider the nipture of the. equilibrium of temperature as the principal cause

of the electromagnetic action of Seebeck's circuit, determined to try the effect of this rupture on a circuit, or

on a piece c/ a single rnetd. Having even then obtained very pronounced effects, he thought it necessary to

8



Figure2. Demonstration of the

deflection of a magnetic needle by the

'thermelectromagnetic" action of disks

of two different metals held between

the fingers, from "felin 1823c.

FigimS. The 'thermomagnetism"

exhibited by a rod of a single

metal heated along CB and cooled

along AC, showing the opposite

deflection of magnetic needles

along each half from Yelin 1823c.

Means of Temperature Difference. ^ In repeating and extending 0rsted's

experiments, Seebeck came to suspect that any inequality of action on

the metals used in the galvanic circuit might produce what he persisted

in calling a 'hiagnetic polarization" of the circuit, his choice of terms

indicating his disinclination to trace 0rsted's electromagnetic

phenomena to the generation of an electric current. A series of trials led

him to the discovery that heat alone, applied to the junction of two

metals, would produce that effect. He thereupon took pairwise

combinations of twenty-eight different metals and ores joined together

to form a ring, heating one junction and noting the direction and rough

strength of the resulting 'hiagnetic polarization"by means of the

deflection of a suspended magnetic needle.^^ Irom these experiments he

As Seebeck explained, the published paper was an "extract" fj-om four lectures delivered at the Academy of

Sciences in Berlin on 16 August 1821, 18 and 25 October 1821, and 11 February 1822, plus later additions in

the form of footnotes and an addendum (Seebeck 1825a, 265 = 1825b, 1). This clarification is omitted from

Seebeck 1826.

30 Seebeck 1825a, 266-283 = 1825b, 2-19.
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CQ^We^ tliat metals IbM%p@ct&t rm^^t^ml^thM does not

«##oMto any oftl0to«
metals'—in partiiiilarjthe i;^E'--e$ta6fti^ed electi^^

goveming the produetioii ofelectriefty in tlie galvaMic circtiit.^^ Thistet

underlay his rejection of the hypothesis of the identity of electricity and

magnetism and, in particular, Ampere's derivation of magnetism from

electricity.^^ Seebeck argued that the magnetic polarization he observed

could not be solely due to any free electricity—such as could be

detected with an electroscope—and that one was therefore notjustified

in calling such circuits 'blectromafrietic,'^-^

What Seebeck thought was going on was tlie excitation of a

'in^etic polarity"or 'inagnetlp p0larkation"by means of a^diffisaieac^

in temp^^xire.^^ MmtncitfM mch p^lajed no role. Nor in Ms oripiiial

^aperdM fe^bi^lfe elpploy the language of tliiomoma^ettsin, though

be 4if us^ it jfe^ ttrne?m^m^^t!^ ad^ednotes* Thatt'^m the

extent to wfelefr Seebeck t^fro^eetively assimilated his discovery of

magnetic polarization to the language of thermomagnetism in this, his

first and last paper on the subject. To many of his contemporaries,

however—especially among German contemporaries of his genera-

tion—that was what Seebeck was credited with having discovered

until well into the 1830s.

Although titne prevents me even from sketching the details of the

community-wide res^tion of SeebeQl^k-an4 others' work, by the 1840s it

a^m^B ^at, for th0 mostpm^ the language of thermoekcteiGity had

#iollf 6mm outthal oftJietkom^giifettsm; Blw i^em ever to iiare:

notlised th# Soetek hiinselfh
ofmetals by hiat* In the end, iJ4^:Seeb^k.diswered was decide
hifn by others.

31 Seebeck 1825a, 283 = 1825b, 19.

32 Seebeck 1825a, 292-293 = 1825b, 28-29. Seebeck did not name Ampere explicitly. In a footnote to the

German translation of A.-C. Becquerel 1826, Poggendorff noted with satisfaction Seebeck's objection to the

mma ^m&M^&ftA.-JC, ^q\i^m UZI, 351-354 .^iitg ^beck tgaCr l't0^14% H^ b^JtR &e-Mtt;

Wift the comment that "[w]hat fecquerel heie call^CQntaet electricity is, as isweU kttoS^

customarily call thermomagnetism" (353).

33 Seebeck 1825a, 296-297 = 1825b, 32-33 (quote on 297 few. 33).

3** For a sampling of such usage, see Seebeck 1825a, 312, 330, 334, 338 - 1825b, 48, 66, 70, 74, among many

ocemrences-

10



' Ritter and ultraviolet light

w An even more striking example of this sort of recasting of meaning

has attended what we have learned to see as Ritter's discovery of

ultraviolet light, rays, or radiation in 1801.^^ The path from Ritter's work

to our conceptualization of it is long and complicated. Our odyssey

begins just before the earliest accounts of his discovery.

Prompted by William Herschel's discovery in 1800 of calorific rays

beyond the red end of the solar spectrum and his own conviction that

polarities underlie the principal phenomena of nature, Ritter thought to

see if he could identify invisible solar rays also at the other end of the

spectrum. As he wrote hastily to the editor of the Armakn ckrPhysik, 'On

February 22^^ [1801] I found solar rays—discovered by means of horn

silver—also on the violet side of the spectrum of colors, outside of it.

They reduce even more strongly than violet light itseff, and the field of

these rays is very large. . . . More on this soon.'^^ He announced his

discovery more fuUy in a note in an Erlangen periodical with the

revealing title, 'Chemical Polarity in light," in which he summarized his

findings under three headings:

I. There are rays in sunlight that do not illuminate and of which one

part is refracted more strongly, the other more weakly, than aU those that

illuminate.

n. Sunlight in the undivided state is a neutralization of the two

ultimate determinants of aU chemical activity, oxygeneity and deoxygeneity

(= hydrogeneity).

in. By means of the prism the two diverge Uke poles. The red side of

the spectrum and that which borders on it externally become the side of

oxygeneity, the violet side, on the contrary, and that which borders on it

become the side of hydrogeneity. The maxima of both fall outside the visible

See the works cited in note 4, above, which identifies a number of commentators who have analyzed Ritter's

work with greater sophistication. Not being then sensitive to the distinction, my reference there (Caneva

1997, 95, n.60) to authors who cited 'Ritter's discovery of ultraviolet light" as evidence for the influence of

Schelling's NaturpMlosqMe mcluded six citations (out of eight) that were in fact to Ritter's discovery of

ultraviolet rays or radiation. For the 'discovery of ultraviolet light," see Hermann (1987, 58) and Echner

(1982, 23). Berg paired Ritter's "discovery ofUV radiation" with Herschel's prior "discovery of infrared

radiation" even as the schema he drew up nicely displays the complexity of the polarities that underlay

Ritter's understanding of the phenomena (Berg 1976b, 33, 32, respectively). Breger, among those who spoke

of Ritter's "discovery of ultraviolet rays," noted Ritter's interpretation of the phenomena in terms of the

polarity between oxidation and reduction processes without saying that Ritter saw his discovery as the

chemical polarity of light (Breger 1999, 28). The body of McRae's account is faithful to Ritter's way of

thinking, though in his bibliography he described Ritter 1806 as 'his paper on his thought processes in the

discovery of ultraviolet radiation" (McRae 1975, 474, 475). For Ritter's discovery of invisible chemically

active rays beyond the violet end of the spectrum see Rosenberger 1887-1890, 67, and Whittaker 1951, 100.

Three recent biographical dictionaries employ what appears to have become canonical language: 'he

discovered the ultraviolet rays in the spectrum by means of its darkening effect on silver chloride" (Muir

1994, 436); "Erom the darkening of silver chloride in light he discovered ultraviolet radiation" (Porter 1994,

583); 'he discovered ultraviolet radiation by its darkening effects on silver chloride" (Williams 1982, 445;

article by Colin Russell).

Ritter 1801b, 527.
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Johann Wilhelm Ritter. Undated woodcut,

courtesy Deutsches Museum, Munich.

Reproduced in Ritter 1986.

halter t£alls-| iiisi40 itm flie

What most excited Mtat
tlie ©A^dence Ws discovery provided

for the thoroughgoing polarity of

aU the activities of nature and their

complex interconnections, hi his

final paper on the subject Ritter

emphasized the fundamental

distinctiveness of the invisible

chemical and themoal lays he and

H©rschaLii£4diwTeit!d vis^a-vis

the fi^t jprf thi© ;!^edtrijm,^^

spectt^, wteii ail appropriate

airangemerit df prisms cotild

separate out from the solar rays.

The light under which Ritter's work was seen was soon colored by

the contemporaneous work of William Hyde Wollaston. Like Ritter,

WoUaston was inspired by Herschel's discovery in 1800 of calorific rays

less refrangible than red Hght and guided by Scheele's experiments with

muriate of silver. Wollaston reported in June 1802 that "on the oth©:

[side of the solar ^ectrum] I have myself observed^, (ajad the same

jj^OtKttkim beeti by Mr« Kittef*)' th^e^ ifeem^e diivi^ble

mf$ of#pt|L^MHE<lj ar^itt^rie j?$i*a!£^"^i^ mhftliek

cJiemkal efests-aloifte^^at the Mst^ttce irf t}iese xim

Hading that thfi-blafctening oftJm Sil^rehldiid^eietettded beyond

the violet end of the spectrum aiia that 'by narrowing the pencil ofhght

received by the prism, the discoloration may be made to fall almost

entirely beyond the violet," WoUaston concluded 'that this and other

effects usually attributed to fight, are not in fact owing to any of the rays

usually perceived, but to invisible rays that accompany them.'*^^

Although there were to be a few dissenters, Wollastoii's wsistentje oji the

•essential distinctiveness of chemicaUy active and llail^E*W3f^)^^^

generally subscribed to until the 1840s. Indeed, coinmentatomB^m the

'^ Ritter 1801a, col. 123. Prompted by the translation of this passage in Caneva 1997. p. 45. Andreas Kleinert

informed me in a personal communication that the obscure words 'immer dasselbe"' as printed in die original

(rtt life j§^-|!ils^4aot^ bft0.;s^% Hi0i^Bttb&{^msmici&^ i!a^mc}-m!m
cot^^ii^'hf&S^if^i^^^^m^mA^^ copy pfttetextijj the Ahc^i^^im&^'ij^iei^f,

38 Ritt^l8tev4lO'4W,.41^v

39 Wollastofc J'^i^^ =1^1,100, in a hgtmte.

* woikstott im,m = im$r loo.
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attdtopfinOli^rayg, iib^ wert^HctM&i^to oppose.

Things began to change decisively in 1842 With the coriibined

advocacy of Macedonio Melloni and Edmond Becquerel for the

fundamental identity of aU the variously named rays of the solar

spectrum, and with Ludwig Mosers more hmited advocacy of the

identity of the chemical and luminous rays.^^ Their significantly different

arguments all combined an appeal to the identity of the physical laws

those rays obey, an accept^qe of the wave theory of light—wh€a:eby

the ojily relevant variable se^wi to be the-j-eftangibiiity or frequency of

ther^—^ ^distiwcMoB Wwe^tt the latter as the 'hmntmifm^^m"
0it%k t^f^vm^ fh^ *lK2eii«cit^ ^tEa}itM%osfe'£ap ^^Ihited in. their

^^^us-llieiltMj, Itf^^ €ft<^Meal effeetSi^^ I^r It l<mg tmi0 it

liadbeett teo^tMt diffetent observers pla6e the^^^ Ofthe Viy^bte

spectrartt M different places; now the conclusion was dedsivdy drawn that

that phenomenon illustrates the fundamentally subjective nature of color

and visibility. Relinquished now was the deep-seated conviction since

Newton's day that color is an intrinsic property of Hght. Against earlier

experimenters who had failed to detect any heat towards and beyond the

viokt end of the spectrum, Melloni claimed that it was now possible to

measpie the heat developed by aU types of35^y^ Mling on a black surface.

Where 'dsibility had once been the defining:character of hght, Moser

now ^ptopM %¥i§|t)k, li§ht^''ipi|^l^iag^ that^tUe criterion oth^ than

visibdH^ i^ii^esgiay 40m Wh?it cdnstteeM li^t.'^^

it wa^ Becqu^e^itow^^^ii^ Was to ^ove tp be

perhaps' the most decisive bit ofe^d^eeM irvor oftheidei^tStythesis as-

Tie exploited"the fe^ettt d^^lopfflent ofphotography for sei^tific etids^

Exposing to sunUght a plate prepared 'According to M. Daguerre's

method," he obtained what he caUed 'this curious result, that the

chemical spectrum has the same hnes as the luminous spectrum, provided

rajfS^ii^-Jhose that excite phosphorescence in certain substances (E. Becquerel 1842, 341, 342). On the basis

of certain distinctive phenomena Moser argued explicitly against the identity of the rays of light and heat

(Moser 1842d ^ lS43a).

*^ The quotes *(o*ffs arg^fpotai 1S42, IBmt &M.tM ptM^tlttt^ ftirti^lflii &vof-dfMiy^fl^dscy^
to the nature of light, though his mild support pfthe wave theory is suggested by hi$favofaWe citatJoft of

J. E W. Herschel, who 'bonsiders it possible that some animals, viz. insects, do not feceivfe an impression

frQnjaoy oftbose«»lours w4jiph are visible but are affected by a species of oscillations which lie

1&eycmd'feliMflts6f ttiur.sense^':^^^^ Ifi*; quoted :toctt 1843,433).

Moser 1842b, 569; <f. 1842c, 2 ('invisible hght rays"). Hemiann Helmholtz echoed these views in an address

of 1852: "[PJhysics teaches us that there is also light that we do not sense, invisible hght, i.e radiations that

proceed from luminous bodies, notably the sun, have entirely the same laws of motion as light, are subject to

-ejEEuafyl'hesanKfi*^ aftS ab^Mfftipn,

and, with regard to theii' whole physical behavior, differ from visible hght only by a somewhat different

magnitude of period of oscillation and refrangibihty" (Helmholtz 1852, 13; quoted from 1882-1895, 2

[1883], 603)..
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W&Q^tpti^^tik^^^Si^thmwx^ degree of i^iritt^ffi^ of tlie^e

two fa&£k$,'^lie0^^^ mfm^^mmmmm.
plate, pairing them linfe for line with tlie correspbndmg Bnes that

Iraunhofer had first identified and named for the visible spectmm.

(Figure 4.) It was hard, now, to avoid the conclusion that it is the same

rays—as defined by their relrangibility—which produce either luminous

or chemical effects, according to circumstances, and which make up a

visually continuous spectrum indicating no qualitative difference as one

passes from the visibly mtq the invisible regions of the solar speetmai.

If, to be sure, the argument for the ontological identity of the

fooi4 hiff^ ^i^etic^ j| ^fe© d#4v©d tmA itl^ktisibility ficttn the

mc^rQadi^^t^tL'-iQ^-'^ia^^ wts^^M'^M of tlie wave theory of

radiation. TtelWst Bftefe^.aft#a totttjoiig cam^di^l^

experimental pros and 'cons of the still- di^iitid ide^Hy Of'^e rays of

light and heat, concluded as follows:

If on the other hand one recognizes that the rays of light and heat are

both polarizable (thus both are composed of transverse waves), [and] that

both pass through empty space (thus both, if one does not wish to assume a

second unknown medium besides the aether, must consist of oscillations of

mm^d the same medium), then one pecceives th# tJl^ SlO loipiger exists

lili^l^a?jiG^ ttOidsrstw^ii^ for a difference between tfee two ladiatiom If

dnfeirtefie^^is^s Iflit the invisilM|i|f^itW li^tijal'te asftdt

ofwavdSiEigtfe^tia^ abs^ttt^ly^oething laysterioiis about it, then it mu^t

appe^fa^ to give up tbei^ntity hypotliMsc?oinptetely'att4ir.i^|tr^^ to

radiant heat, to siiak back into the fcrmer perplexity before One has tfestedltt

the most precise fashion the probative force of the counterexperiments."^^

In other words, the inconcdvaUlity of radiant heat's being in any way

essentially different fi*om other forms of solar radiation, as judged from the

standpoint of the generally accepted undulatory theory, should outweigh

any experimental quibbles that might suggest some underlying

difference. There seems to be a tipping point with regard to the

believability ofa theoqf, beyond which potential counterevidence no

long^eas% mmXtm nmh,^ biat, i&j^^rg^ww^ mmtm^mtQ^ so as

to be irilfl^ :a^parii ^^;tto iiw-iie^|it:edi Aio^s.

is jiiceiy illustrated by the response ofGeorge Gabriel Stokes^ta'tlie

-M



niiiiiiiusiM'^iiiiiiiiiiiii"'''

Fi§^re4. Bdmond Becquerel's demonstration of the correspondence between the dark

Hnes in the luminous and chemical solar spectra. Fig. 1 represents the luminous spectrum

as drawn by ftaunhofer. Rg. 2 represents a composite chemical spectrum from a number

of photographic exposures. Fig. 10 is a schematic representation of the dark Unes

common to aU solar spectra, from E. Becquerel 1843 (edited).

phenomenon of internal dispersion he named "fluorescence" in 1852.^^

It was obvious to him that the phenomenon could only be explained by

one or the other of the only two things that define the nature of light,

its period of vibration and its state of polarization. To its period of

vibration, of course, corresponds its refrangibility. Aware of the long

tradition that assigned qualitative differences to the rays responsible for

producing different effects. Stokes went out of his way to emphasize that

there are not and cannot bemy such differences: visibility is a function of

the eye depending solely on the rays' refrangibility, not a property of

some special class of rays. The last of his formal conclusions was of

universal scope:

The phenomena of internal dispersion oppose fresh difficulties to

the supposition of a difference of nature in luminous, chemical, and

phosphorogenic rays, but are perfectly conformable to the supposition that

the production of Ught, of chemical changes, and of phosphoric excitement,

are merely different effects of the same cause. The phosphorogenic rays of an

electric spark . . . appear to be nothing more than invisible rays of excessively

After having tenned the phenomenon "dispersive reflexion," he added in a footnote that he was 'klmost

inclined to coin a word, and call the appearance fluorescence, from fluor-spar, as the analogous term cpdescenceh

derived from the name of a mineral" (Stokes 1852, 479). In the event he mostly used the term 'internal

dispersion."
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hi^ fspfai^^jKty, \^iGh. ^iie^e.k ii£) feaspii Ibr s¥^pos|f;|:|Q fee ql a different

^Ss6Jilohr soon thm&^m: mtroi^^Attx^temth^t defiimd ttie region

beyond the ^^olet end tM specthim not in t^ms t3fits cfieiriical aellsn

but simply in terms of its location along a spectrum that was now
explicitly aU light.^^ He opened his 1854 paper, 'On the Action of Violet

and Ultraviolet Invisible light," with a reference to Stokes' recent work:

The phenomenon to which Stokes gave the namQ fluoresc&icehas led me

tp cpajecture that it is produced by interference of the shorter systems of

waves, blue-violet and ultraviolet (thus can one call for brevity'Si^e the

i^ilt it^ilfconsists ac^cf^jjig^ itfth^lt^M&syit^lX^ c?f

ad<&i€>)i, 'wsra^tMt .aFfel<j^©ir Utaijted and of;swjit llat^ stet&if Iban

disc^^^E^^$t6?te€^Bld titily feedettw^ttstKEEted by fetii^ltoissai la^vi^^

consists ofinntiMerable systems ofv^ves, whose mutually dlfeMt lMj^li^

all have a shorter period of oscillation than violet hght.^^

Fbr Eisenlohr, the apparent transformation of highly refrangible and

invisible ultraviolet Hght—the erstwhile chemical rays—into less

refrangible and thus visible light meant that all are of essentially the sanae

nature. Other Germans quickly adopted the new terminology of

"ultraviolet light," 'Ultraviolet rays," and 'the ultraviolet.'*^ {Figure 5.)

Although the iJK^te detailed tracking of this usa^.iato the standard

^rcK^abijl^ds^^crfjtoof^ ici^tists is stiU to be d^M* we fei^y at

the f^aiil it be^c^^i^s^lsd'p XK!^^0^^fWx^^l}0m%
disc^mM tilfrawM thgm^m^ of wtietlie$m not

tto^^tmat^ what he thotighi liejjad dott#» I'^h&nld'b^tstethat imjor

conceptual transformations had to take place with regard to the common
understanding of Mght—entailing both general acceptance of the wave

theory of Hght and the concomitant conclusion that solar rays simply

caMmthavemy quahtatively distinguishing features—^before such

Stokes 1852. 557.

J. E W. Herschel had introduced the term "Ultra-violet ray" in 1840, but he did so with such ambivalence th£|t

he himself did not further employ it, and no one else—Stokes included—^seems to have picked up on his

("Ultraviolettes Licht"; 'das Ultraviolett'). The first usage IVe found in French is Mousson 1861, 239 ('tayons

ultra-violets'). Mascart (1863, 789) spoke of the 'Spectre solaire ultra- violet," and by 1867 Bdmond

1868, 1 [1867], 138-145). Fbr a few years John Tyndall wavered between 'fextra-violet" and 'fextra-red"rays

(Tyndiai 1864, .329; 1866, 16) and 'Wtra- violet" and 'bltra-red"rays (Tyndall 1865a, 44; 1865b, 5-6) befttt&

d«fi#dgi4 f&V£ff oftfeeIatt«ciKHt 437, 441; 1873, 127-141).
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terminological rephrasing was possible. That change in understanding

itself very much depended both on the cumulative evidence pointing to

the analogous physical behavior of the variously named rays—same laws

of refraction, interference, etc.—and, in particular, on the evidence

provided by Becquerel's photograph of the broad chemical spectrum,

showing the exact correspondence between its dark Hues and those

Iraunhofer had identified in the luminous spectrum. That and, ten years

later. Stokes' forceful advocacy of the undulatory identity of the entire

range of solar radiations, coupled with his experimental demonstration of

the transformation of invisible into visible rays, seem to have been the

most important events in bringing about a general shift in the way

scientists thought about Hght. The changes in vocabulary that foUowed

soon after finally made it possible to speak without circumlocution of

Figures. Newton's illustration—from the first edition (1704) of his Opticks—of the

theorem that 'The light of the Sun consists of Rays differently Refrangible." His

arrangement of the prism and the resulting orientation of the solar spectrum—violet

above and red below—^became canonical and probably encouraged the terminology of

"ultraviolet" and 'infrared." Courtesy Dibner library, Smithsonian Institution libraries.

invisible Hght rays beyond the violet end of the spectrum. Their during

characteristic was now their location along a spectrum of varying

refrangibilities, not the chemical means by which their presence was

detected, let alone a presumed qualitative difference between them and

other species of solar rays regarded as representing distinct and separable

spectra. If, after aU this, we stiU do not want to say that Ritter discovered

ultraviolet Hght, we might nevertheless be happy with saying that Ritter

beoarmihQ discoverer of ultraviolet Hght.^^

As of when I break off this story, Ritter had not yet become either the inevitably cited or the unique

discoverer of ultraviolet rays. All I am confident in asserting is that, sooner or later, Ritter did attain that

privileged status, as witnessed by his place in contemporary histories and the complete disappearance of

Wollaston as in any way involved in the discovery. My purpose here has been to trace the historical

preconditions for his having attained the status of discoverer of ultaviolet light.
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Reflections on the form and fiinction of

scientific discoveries

The origins of this paper lay with the recognition that the

conventional characterization of what 0rsted, Seebeck, and Ritter

discovered does not correspond to what each man thought he had

discovered. The bulk of the historical material adduced here has been

chosen to demonstrate that fact and to sketch the reasons for and route

by which that conventional characterization was attained. That

essentially descriptive enterprise must now give way to an analysis of the

general significance of that process, a process one might describe as the

collective construction of scientific knowledge.^^

Perhaps the most important point about the characterization of any

discovery is that, in order to be inteUigible, it must be phrased in

language understood by the intended audience, in language that typicaUy

implicates the taken-for-granted reality of that audience. It thus verges

on the unintelligible to say that 0rsted discovered the circular form of

the electromagnetic action of the electrical conflict, or that Seebeck

discovered the magnetic polarization of metals by heat, or that Ritter

discovered the chemical polarity of light—in his words, that "[s]unlight

in the undivided state is a neutralization of the two ultimate determinants

of all chemical activity, oxygeneity and deoxygeneity.'^^ To be sure, each

man's discovery can be rendered in largely phenomenological terms: do

this, and you wiU observe this. Appropriately suspend a magnetized

needle near the connecting wire of a closed galvanic circuit, and you wiU

observe the needle to move in a certain way. Indeed, in each case

contemporaries' first order of business was precisely to convince

themselves that the phenomena were in fact as described, and in every

case the establishment of at least phenomenological consensus was quick

The fullest account of certain aspects of the process described here is Augustine Brannigan's Sodd Basis cf

Scientific Discovery (1981), the more explicit consideration of which I must defer to the longer version of this

paper I intend to publish. His very similar goal was to "explain how certain achievements in science are

constituted diS discoveries and not how they occurred to an individual" (11), whereby "discoveries are social

events whose statuses as discoveries are retrospectively and prospectively objectified" (133). His answer

involved an analysis of 'the role of the social recognition in the constitution of a phenomenon's identity," as a

result of which process 'hiembers of a society in one instance socially construct an event as a discovery only

to later orient to it as a natural fact of life" (133).

All three men were inspired by the conceptual resources of Naturphihscphie to look for polarities, but that

concern has left no traces on the canonized characterizations of their discoveries, in large part, it seems to

me, because we do not regard polarities and dichotomies as one of the fundamental regulative or constitutive

concepts necessary for the comprehension of phenomena. Significant in this regard is the fact that one of the

most accurate and perceptive accounts of polarities in Ritter's work—one which described them in terms of

the transformation of quantity into quality—came from an East German (Berg 1976a, 73). In a later essay.

Berg and Richter commented that "[i]t has been too little noted up to now that Ritter was one of the first

people during the time of the development of dialectics by German classical philosophy to recognize

objective dialectics in nature—even if still in naturphikmphisch disguise—and to work according to the

dialectical method" (Berg and Richter 1986, 10). What Ritter discovered looks different from the perspective

of dialectical materialism.
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disciE^'i^^lilLW legitimacy Md integrity asdiseO?jm©§<?f

phenomena that have an ofejedtive exist^ee? in physicial reality even as

their characterization has changed.

But, then as now, scientists do not typically content themselves

with purely phenomenological descriptions—nor did any of our three

principals. Where 0rsted saw the effect of an electrical conflict

extending beyond the confines of the connecting wire, others saw the

effect of a transvi|^§^ magnetism within the wire. Where Seebeck saw an

unambiguously magnetic effect, others, like 0rsted, saw that same effect

mth^^mimddvmt itiaoifestaticm ofm eteet^ie ct^OF^ial. Wliat W^tm
^tti^f ofesa^M was the feei^ ikfefenjiig cifsflWeUoriidfi^fefej^Oiid tfe

la#tet ewi'0i tlifrl^hl^ solar ^^t3^i% fe»t he^ ttsemm^m el§e, saw

characterizations entail the acceptance of the existence of cerfeam

theoretical entities—entities which, however, are commonly not seen as

theoretical constructs but as unproblematic statements about things in

the world. Or at least they sooner or later become that. The discoveries

we've been concerned with became facts' only by being recast in terms

corresponding to accepted theoiy in congruence with other accepted

facts and theories. As people's ideas change about the underlying

nature of physic^ reality, so too must their cJttocterizations change of

wh^ it th^it ^me0tie di^ov^sed, Th© p0^s§.|xf which a discovery

ai^ttfre^tniSaalngiii^^ m&r untilafo^^y^t^le-

cdn^tt^ii^lia^ teii attained with r^afd to its characterization itt r^M-

Whieli' in tmn Ijrings us to otre of6ieMM iiiipdftatit function^ of

anachronisticaUy recast discovery accounts: they validate as real current

views both about the nature of reaUty and the nature of science.^^ More

than that, by saying that so-and-so discovered such-and-such, one impHes

that such-and-such was there aU along waiting to be discovered, an

objective part of physical reahty whose nature is given by the very

struetore of the worlds not by a laboredprocess of€0usensu$ fortnation,^^

"[U]ntil the scientist has learned to see nature in a different way—the new fact is not quite a sd^tttifio ftct at

aU"(Kuhn 1962b, 53). Kuhn appropriately insisted on the inppprtiliioe of scientists' s^>?g things {ft a cert^

way without a conscious moment of interpretation.

Oae itmlt oJreteeribing a discovery in Silslctt.m&^^i^iS^^'immMMiiti: cunaulatiV0lliSJOtie$;&Jjftiar

from science texltfOdliSted firohi the idttodtictory diJ^ers0f^j^iafe^dtea&gr^s'*^tdMi 248«

'The metaphor of scientific discovery, the idea of dis-covery, is precisely that of uncovering and revealing

something which had been there all along. ... The crucial part is the prior existence of the discovered object.

1987, 366).

merely traft^enf^fWodljgM' WU, ,SS%
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j^knoM^^^gltoii^Qtic^ tkm^t iti the G3i#|iGt#l&'ali<#

ifee^^pefeei^M danger the so-called soeM^JCMastf^^ ntmhiitM:

knowledge is that, by historicizing knowledge claims to a contingent

context, it threatens to strip them of any claim to objective truth and

thus to undercut the authority of science.^^ Recast discovery accounts

help avert this danger, especially since conventionality of representation

itself seems to imply a kind of objectivity. De facto terminological

consensus is necessary before a, phenomenon can be taken for granted as

simply the, way the world is.'

T\^j0oU&qpt of scientific discovery is thus inthnately connected

Btt&wtiU tmdaqgo.Mi^f&t0lhe^&^^t^^ ofthat which

i^^tej^^M. Althatagti |he iiam^ ih^j^^^tec^ icir^^^:si§^

id^tSfying icon, all iiat |»$tsc«i^» BiStQMfe^ly contingent, 4tt4 tk0tM

I(ec0td ^#flj presently employed concepts and language is erased ^ScoWt

the public record. Discoveries tell us the way things are

Rom a sociological perspective, discoveries function as part of the

intellectual reward structure of science. Indeed, to some extent

—

especially in the nineteenth century—making a discovery was what it

meant to be an original and productive scientist. Hence canonized

discovery accounts reinforce a particular conception crftte role of the

individtial :^ieiitist as^the originator of the facts, concepts, and

pti-en^iaeiia: tte wake t|5 the abiding edifice of g^^eiwje.^^

dito^!^ citf t^; honte.%w^tM 6seaped mM^ of

many hlst^aip©!^tefice hawdffictitit thfe^fess^oon^

give iatothd-^tttplByfying fofttofe, «o-aiid-$o diSGOv^Bed^uelrahd^^^

Kuhn interpreted the desire 'to recast past developments in the language of modern concepts" in terms of

scientists' resistance to entering into an 'hlien culture," seen as threatening because it "expos[es] the

-f&tifeaatiOMdfdpti^kmrl^^ima&i^^^^ l$H250i=i 1987, S^)--

One of my reasons for preferring to speak of the collective—not social—construction of scaehtlfeid

knowledge is because 'social' tends to be understood as 'merely social,' in which case the inference against

any kind of objective truth appears unavoidable. Although a concept of objectivity as unconnected to

spidfie (@M Made coiititig^t) c&iaMiAlaAfees' ^esfers-m-fM t& est^sh Ite mt&^Hot&if hfttMiism, £

believe a rcinteipretation of relativism as (precisely) connected to specific cii'cumstances—which, in the-C^fe

of scientific knowledge, typically means n^jvetoa vast array of repeatedly tested ex|)erimental and

tfeeotetical claims—can go fai- to ground the authority ofmany (most?) scientific claihlS precisely in the

cumulative history of each, which includes the personal experiences and physical experiments of a vast

number of observers. One must, however, get past the imputation of hierely relative' that customarily

attaches to the notion of relativism. For a fiirther discussion of these issues, see Caneva 1998b.

'IU]nit discoveries are the bricks from which, in the familiar' image, the edifice of science is piecemeal

251 - 1987, 369). 'These stories are crucial to maitJtaiBtng the values of the institution of science

—

l^e-

specificity and unique character of the. knowledge it produces, for example" (Pestre 1 999, 205).
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in some particular ymWu Even if tlie complex stories one might tell

concemtag tim Mnds of discoveries' dealt with here would in fact enable

m to make otherInqjortant points atodul the history of sciencemd the

nature of the processes by which scientific knowledge is produced, we
usually dont have the time to elucidate the contexts within which the

work of—for example—0rsted, Seebeck, and Ritter must be situated

in order to be understood properly. We typically dont even know the

fiiU story behind the perhaps decades-long process by which such

discoveries' acquired their canonical form. And if we did, it would

usually be too compUcated to tell students. Hence we often coUude in

the perpetuation of an epistemological fiction Us we struggle to achieve

order

—

ie, certainty, simplicity, and vividness, to use Ludwik Heck's

terms,^^ The only alternative, both pedagogically and professtonaHy,

would seem to be to refuse to separate teiowdedge as a product from the

proces of its production, In bothMstoricd and scientific practice,

however, such a solution proves very difficult to sustain both because it is

intrinsically drtficult and because its denial offers such tangible rewards.

An importaat part of tli^ proeess Bteck described invol'^ the teles of what he calted *'vadetneeaitt sciiaiiee"

(B^nlmhAimwf^^h-^liai. is, of the selective restateoneat and eanonization of seientiBc knowledge in

compendia, handbooks, and the like, prepared for the professional—and of the 'popular science" prepared

for the nonexpert, the interested amateur. Essential to popular knowledge—indeed for Fleck originating

them—^aee (jertainty, simpUcity, and itvMties^iAmhiMMdtfi cimr

and q^iialiSeation that convey generally accepted troths about the world (Heck 1979, 112-115; for the

German see Fleck 1980, 146-152).
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